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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 02 December 2014 (02.12.2014)

Claimed is:

1. A system, comprising:

a display device;

a user input device;

a data storage device;

an application controller in operative communication with the display device, the user input

device, and the data storage device;

a plurality of gadgets, each gadget comprising a search device that searches and displays the

result of a search of a web based content source by receiving a search query, submitting the

search query to a search mechanism adapted to search the web based content source, receiving

the result of the search of the web based content source, and displaying as the result of the search

a complete or partial display of the web based content source that is operable;

wherein the system accepts input n the form of a search term from a user via the user input

device and passes the search term to the application controller, and

wherein the application controller determines which gadgets are to be searched, formulates the

search term into a search query appropriate for each gadget to be searched, and passes each

search query to its corresponding gadget for searching and display of the results.



2. A system according to claim ,jwherein each gadget returns the search result in an

operative window that has been scrolled to a targeted portion of the result of the search of the

web based content source.

3. A system according to claim 1, wherein the function of determining the gadgets to be

searched comprises determining the gadgets that are currently displayed.

4. A system according to claim 1, wherein the function of determining the gadgets to be

searched comprises determining the gadgets contained in a particular briefcase.

5. A system according to claim 1, further comprising a search controller that is displayed on

the display device, that accepts a search term via the user input device, an d that submits the

search term to the application controller, which in turn updates gadgets currently displayed on

the display by determining which gadgets are to be searched, formulating the search term into a

search query appropriate for each gadget to be searched, and passing each search query to its

corresponding gadget for searching and display of the results.

6. A system for creating a dynamic page of results of searches performed on multiple web

based content sources, based on the input of a search term to be searched in each of the multiple

web based content sources, comprising:

a page displaying a plurality of gadgets selectable by the user, each gadget comprising a search

device that searches and displays the result of a search of a web based content source by

receiving a search term, submitting the search term to a search mechanism adapted to the web

based content source receiving the result of the search of the web based content source, and

displaying as the result of the search a complete or partial display of the web based content

source that is operable;



a gadget selector that accepts, via the u!ser input device, a user's selections of gadgets to be

included in the dynamic display;

a dynamic display processor that maintains a display including each gadget selected;

a search controller that accepts a search query,

and an application controller that receives a search term from the search controller, formats the

search term into a search query corresponding to each gadget, and submits the corresponding

search query to each gadget.

7. A system according to claim 6, wherein the device, in response to input fr o a user input

device, can create and store briefcases of gadgets.

8. A system according to claim 7, wherein a briefcase of gadgets provides the option of

having stored in connection therewith one or more search terms that, upon activation of the

briefcase, is submitted to at least one gadget in the briefcase.

9. A system according to claim 6, wherein the option is provided to add a gadget to the

existing dynamic page after a search term has been submitted to the gadgets on that page, and

wherein that search term is submitted to the added gadget upo its addition to the dynamic page.

. A system according to claim 6, wherein search terms input by the user are passed to the

application controller and wherein the application controller recommends additional gadgets

based on one or more of the following criteria: the search terms input by the user, the other

gadgets that are currently opened in the briefcase, user profile information, and gadgets used by

other users-
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1 . A system according to claim 1, further comprising an identifier associated with each

gadget wherein a user may identify a gadget to another user by communicating said identifier.

1.2. A system according to claim 6, wherein each briefcase further comprises an identifier

associated therewith and wherein the contents of a briefcase may, upon a request by a user, be

shared with one or more additional users.

1 . A system according to claim 2, wherein the application controller shares a briefcase by

transmitting a briefcase identifier link.

14. A system according to clai 6, wherein sai application controller causes the dynamic

page to display a solicitation of a rati g fro a user, wherein the user input device accepts a

rating from a user, and wherein the data storage device stores a rating from a user.

15. A method for delivering an advertisement, comprising:

Obtaining from a user's search device information about the user's activity;

deriving, from the user's activity, a search ter of interest to the user;

searching for the search term of interest and displaying the result of the search using a system

comprising:

a display device;

a user input device;

a data storage device;
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an application controller in operative communication with the display device, the user input

device, and the data storage device;

a plurality of gadgets, each gadget comprising a search device that searches and displays the

result of a search of a web based content source by receiving a search query, submitting the

search query to a search mechanism adapted to search the web based content source, receiving

the result of the search of the web based content source, and displaying as the result of the search

a complete or partial display of the web based content source that is operable;

wherein the system accepts input in the form of a search term from a user via the user input

device and passes the search term to the application controller, and

wherein the application controller determines which gadgets are to be searched, formulates the

search term into a search query appropriate for each gadget to be searched, and passes each

search query to its corresponding gadget for searching and display of the results.
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